Following the concentration of polymeric nanoparticles during nebulization.
Nebulization represents one strategy to achieve pulmonary deposition of biodegradable nanoparticles. Besides stability as a key requirement to maintain functionality, the output of nanoparticles from the nebulizer needs to be considered to facilitate an efficient pulmonary therapy. Formulations nebulized by air-jet and vibrating-membrane technology were analyzed for their aerodynamic characteristics by laser diffraction. The nebulization stability of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) nanoparticles was assessed by dynamic light scattering. Moreover, several methods were employed to account for the shift in solute and NP reservoir concentration during nebulization. Regardless of the formulation or nebulizer used generated aerosols all showed aerodynamic characteristics suitable for deep lung deposition. However, nanoparticles were prone to aggregation and concentrated during air-jet nebulization. The particle concentration effect was significantly pronounced in comparison to molecular solutes under the same nebulization conditions, due to nanoparticle aggregation and subsequent particle remainder in the reservoir. In contrast, vibrating-membrane technology did not affect nanoparticle integrity and reservoir concentration during nebulization, as the unaffected submicron particles passed through the tapered holes of the actuated plate. Aggregation and concentration effects during air-jet nebulization emphasize that nanosuspensions should preferably be delivered with a suitable vibrating-membrane device in order to ensure an effective pulmonary application.